RearSight Rearview Mirror Monitor W / Nighttime Dimming

1. 4.3" High Brightness Monitor
2. Automatic Monitor Dimmer Sensor
3. Nighttime Dimming Control
4. Front/Aux Camera Select - Brightness Control
   - Press for 2 seconds to view Front/Aux Camera
   - Press while viewing Rear Camera to Adjust Monitor Brightness
5. Power Standby Indicator
Rostra RearSight Rear View Mirror Monitor Quick Start Guide

The product is intended to assist in safe driving and to allow the driver to have a broader rear view while the vehicle is in reverse. You, as the driver, are solely responsible for the safe operation of your vehicle and the safety of your passengers according to local traffic regulations. Always use your mirrors and double check around you before backing up. Do not use any features of this system to the extent it distracts you from safe driving. Your first priority while driving should always be the safe operation of your vehicle. Rostra precision controls inc. cannot accept any responsibility whatsoever for accidents resulting from failure to observe these precautions or safety instructions.

This product utilizes high voltage. Any unauthorized modifications or damage to the product may result in electrical shock. Handle all components with care. Inspect regularly for damage to components and cabling.

Cleaning: This mirror contains active electronic parts. Do not spray cleaner directly on the mirror or control surface. Use a soft cloth and spray cleaner on the cloth. Wipe the Mirror and surfaces with the cloth to clean.

Service - Warranty: Retain all receipts and return to your installing dealer for any service or warranty requirments.